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Welcome, welcome, we are so glad that you are (thinking of) joining us in the 
Four Nations readathon! This readathon is inspired by the Four Nations of the 
Avatar universe (both the Last Airbender and the Legend of Korra) and will 

take place during the entire month of July!

To enter this readathon you have to chose your element (and that means; your 
Nation). You can chose this element based on your personality or you can just 

pick the one you like most, that is up to you! The readathon is made up of 
levels and the challenge is to grow within your Nation. Each Nation has 10 
levels, starting with ‘‘Nation inhabitant’’ and ending with ‘‘Protector of the 

original benders’’ (within the Nations all other levels are different). To get to a 
level, you have to read a certain amount of books with specific prompts, you can 
find these levels and prompts in the specific Nation documents. The amount of 
books you need for each level within the Nations is the same, but the prompts 

in all the Nations are different.

On top of the ten levels within each Nation, you can also learn special skills 
(such as bloodbending), become part of a specific group (for example the Kyoshi 

Warriors) and you can even become the Avatar!

After the month of July everybody has reached a specific level within their 
Nation (you can decide yourself how fast you want to read) and that is the level 
you will keep. So when the readathon comes back in January, you will conti-

nue where you left off in July!

For more information you can read this document, or you can ask somebody 
from Team Avatar to help you. We truly hope you join!

Welcome to the four 
nations readathon!



the levels
All nations have ten levels, from nation inhabitant (level 1) to taking care of 
the original benders (level 10). The levels differ within those nations, but the 

amount of books everybody needs to read to level up is the same within the na-
tions. To reach a certain level, this is the amount of books that are needed:

Level 1; 1 book
Level 2; 2 books
Level 3; 4 books
Level 4; 7 books
Level 5; 10 books
Level 6; 13 books
Level 7; 17 books
Level 8; 21 books
Level 9; 25 books
Level 10; 30 books

The levels add up, so if you’ve read 1 book for level one, then you need 1 more 
book to reach level two. If you’ve reached level five (so you read 10 books al-

ready), you need to read 3 more books to reach level six, and so on. In the end 
to master all the levels, you will have read a total amount of 30 books. You need 
to read one book for each prompt, so you can’t use a book for two prompts (un-

less you read the book twice during the readathon).

There are extra levels you can reach within each Nation. All Nations have two 
skills that are beyond master level (for example, lava and metal bending in 

the Earth Kingdom), if you want to reach these levels you must first reach le-
vel five within a Nation (the master bending level) and then you can chose to 

learn these skills. To learn these skills, you must read three books and they are 
bound by prompts. You can find the prompts in the Nations level sheets. 

Apart from the extra skills you can learn, you can also decide to join a specific 
group, like the Kyoshi Warriors or Fire Sages, in certain Nations. What you 
have to do in order to join such a group, you can find in the Nation sheets.


